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helping the healing process

21st century healthcare design is about the creation of homely, 

relaxed environments that are safe, clean and welcoming.  

an uplifting environment with a positive ambience can inspire 

health and well-being amongst patients, staff and visitors.  the 

choice of floorcovering, when part of the complete design concept, 

can have a major impact on the ‘feel’ of a hospital, making a real 

difference to the patient experience.

specification guidance documents

Different locations within a hospital have different flooring 

performance requirements.  the choice of floorcoverings available 

in the marketplace is extensive and to simplify the specification 

process, government guidance documents, htM 61 and shtM 61 are 

available to project and design teams, as well as those responsible 

for the construction of health buildings.

these documents are applicable to new building work and renewal 

in existing health buildings and offer guidance on the technical 

design and output specification of flooring.  

polyflor is able to demonstrate fitness for purpose of products 

across all categories of performance as outlined in htM 61 and 

shtM 61, to meet project and specification requirements.

healthcare experience

as a leading commercial vinyl flooring supplier to the healthcare 

sector over many years, customer focus and continuous 

improvement are the two principles that have guided the expansion 

of our products to be environmentally sustainable, easier to use and 

multi-functional - ideal for today’s modern healthcare facilities.

part of the James halstead flooring group, polyflor is the only 

UK-based manufacturer of a full range of resilient floorcoverings.

We are well positioned to support projects throughout the UK from 

our brand new distribution centre in oldham, equipped with state-

of-the-art picking and stock control systems.  

to further ensure excellent product availability, polyflor has 

developed strong relationships with its extensive network of 

distribution partners throughout the UK and worldwide.
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Best value flooring

Budgets are tight in many new build or refurbishment projects 

and any client will wish for their floor to remain in excellent 

condition throughout its entire life and for the cleaning process 

to be as cost-effective and straightforward as possible.  

polyflor continues to be able to offer ‘best value’ flooring 

solutions where high quality and high performance are a given, 

together with low maintenance products that can generate 

significant life cycle cost savings.

design & colour

Design and colour contribute positively to the comfort and 

welfare of the patient by creating light, bright and airy spaces.

polyflor possesses a broad palette of contemporary colours, 

as well as stone, marble and wood effect designs giving the 

specifier the opportunity to create bespoke schemes with a 

distinct non-clinical feel.

When developing a flooring concept, the polyflor Design service 

helps you to create a precision-cut, easy to install floor design to 

transform any healthcare facility.

livingstone hospital  |  south africa

firstcare practice  |  uk
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environMentally preferaBle flooring
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BreeaM healthcare is the preferred environmental assessment method for healthcare buildings. the requirement now is 

that all new builds achieve an excellent rating and all refurbishments achieve a very good rating under BreeaM healthcare.

Bre gloBal certification

polyflor’s homogeneous, safety, heterogeneous and lvt ranges have been individually assessed by Bre global to measure 

their environmental impact.  polyflor is the first vinyl flooring manufacturer to achieve a+ certified environmental ratings 

for currently 23 of its products from Bre global, certificate number enp336, enp415 and enp429.

Polysafe Astral PUR

Polysafe Mosaic PUR

Polysafe Corona PUR

Polysafe Hydro

Polysafe Standard PUR

Polysafe Strata

Polysafe Ultima

Polysafe Vogue  Ultra PUR

Polysafe Wood fx PUR

Polysafe Wood fx Acoustix PUR

Forest fx PUR

Acoustix Forest fx PUR

Acoustix Gallery fx PUR

Pearlazzo PUR

2000 PUR

Classic Mystique PUR

Mystique PUR

Prestige PUR

XL PU

Standard XL

Expona Design PU

Kudos PU

Bevel Line PU

Safety HeterogeneousHomogeneous

LVT

for more information on our certification, visit                                 

www.greenbooklive.com



overall, polyflor’s certified ratings are impressive, particularly in the 

key area of health, where BreeaM ratings are linked to government 

funding.

Where polyflor products have not been individually certified by 

Bre global, generic ratings are also available.  vinyl flooring 

achieves on average a generic Bre global a+ rating for most vinyl 

varieties.  Within the healthcare sector – all polyflor categories – 

homogeneous, heterogeneous, acoustic, lvt, safety and rubber 

- achieve a generic Bre global a+ rating.

the Bre method of environmental profiling continues to ensure that 

independent, reliable and comparable environmental information is 

available in the marketplace.  Using these ratings sets a benchmark 

for environmental excellence and ensures consistency across 

BreeaM healthcare schemes.

indoor air quality (iaq)

indoor air quality is, quite rightly, a key environmental consideration 

when selecting building products.  Within a complex hospital 

environment special attention is paid to levels of indoor air quality 

in order to protect patients and staff against hospital acquired 

infections (hais). polyflor vinyl flooring makes a significant 

contribution to creating indoor environments with very low voc 

emissions.

tested to some of the most stringent international standards - 

floorscore® and agBB - polyflor continually develop and improve 

formulations for all flooring ranges to ensure their voc emissions 

levels are kept at the lowest levels achievable and provide no 

significant negative contribution to indoor air quality within a 

hospital environment.

polysafe standard pur  |  a+ rated

polysafe ecomax  |  a+ rated (generic)
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livingstone hospital | south africa

entrance areas

create the perfect first impression with a clear and welcoming 

entrance area for staff, visitors and patients alike.  as the main 

gateway to the hospital building, entrance floors have to cope 

with high traffic levels, as well as dirt and moisture being walked 

in from outside.

consequently, this area may require more intensive, frequent 

cleaning than upper floor, low circulation corridors, and 

the choice of colour, decoration and style, need not be 

compromised.

an effective dirt barrier system should also be considered early 

in the specification stage, providing a useful addition to other 

cleaning mechanisms.

reception areas

Well-planned reception areas have the space and the capacity to 

provide a comfortable and accessible front of house facility.

the choice of floorcovering can enhance the existing décor, 

at the same time as providing a high design and hardwearing 

option suitable for an area of intense footfall.
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entrance anD reception areas

keynsham health centre  |  ukJoondalup health campus  |  australia
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forest fx  |  uk

liverpool  hospital  |  australia
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corridors and walkways

the operational requirements of a hospital environment 

are inherently complex.  the easy flow of patients, supplies 

and staff between and among departments increases 

efficiency around such a busy environment.

link corridors are particularly high circulation areas 

and require flooring which is able to withstand constant 

pedestrian and wheeled heavy traffic.

particular attention must be paid to the type and density 

of this traffic, along with any special acoustical, electrical 

resistance or slip resistance requirements necessitated by 

the specific area.

Durability is vitally important and all polyflor homogeneous 

and heterogeneous vinyls comply with en 649 with a high 

resistance to abrasive wear throughout their life. 

clear information signs and department locators can be 

incorporated into floor schemes to assist visitors with 

wayfinding to direct them quickly to different zones.

additional features can include complementary or contrast 

borders with inlaid designs and wood-effect finishes for a 

highly realistic replication of natural materials.

corriDors anD WalKWays

derBy city hospital  |  uk



livingstone hospital | south africa
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patient wellBeing

it is widely recognised that to enhance patient wellbeing, 

attention to the whole environment is necessary, including the 

choice of floorcovering.

Ward areas in particular are required to provide a high level of 

privacy and dignity for the patient, as well as sufficient space for 

nursing staff to deliver care.

at polyflor we believe that the ward floor must not only look 

good, but also perform well, so that it is impermeable, hygienic, 

safe and fit-for-purpose.

children’s areas

Decorative floorcoverings can create a calming and pleasant 

foundation for hospital décor.  fun, friendly and practical floors 

are particularly important in children’s areas in order to make 

them feel as relaxed and at home as possible.

for a partner with creative flair and flexibility, the polyflor 

Design team is available to support you throughout every stage 

of your project, from colour to designs to layouts and on-screen 

caD rendering and colour options.

WarD areas

royal prince alfred hospital  |  australia
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livingstone hospital | south africa

waiting areas

Waiting areas used by visitors and patients are key communal 

spaces within any healthcare environment.  

polyflor floorings can help create a customised comfortable 

area, with added interest through the use of floor art with 

colourful and creative flooring designs.

alternatively, to enhance and complement existing light, 

bright décor, timber effect sheet vinyl flooring is ideal for 

waiting areas to create a touch of elegance, giving a less 

formal, institutional feel.

Where there is a risk of spillages, such as around vending 

machines or water dispensers, safety flooring is specified 

increasingly to provide underfoot safety.

for an effective solution to noise transfer, acoustic 

floorcoverings in patient lounge areas can provide a quieter 

environment for patients and staff with a high impact sound 

reduction of up to 19dB.  the polyflor acoustic collections, 

in line with Building regulation part e, are manufactured in 

accordance with en iso 140-8.

pUBlic anD 
patient areas

forest fx
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cafes and restaurants

a relaxed, fresh and inviting environment can be created 

combining the hygienic, practical and aesthetic benefits of 

polyflor floorings.  

Where there is a risk of spillage or wetness that could make the 

floor slippery and unsafe, decorative safety floors can be used to 

create an attractive cafeteria-style ambience.

food preparation areas

in extremely demanding areas where there is a high risk of 

oil and grease spillages, a product with a high aggregate 

concentration and specially engineered emboss has been 

developed by polyflor.  offering enhanced levels of traction and 

safety underfoot, polysafe Ultima, has been tried and tested to 

give users confidence in this challenging environment.

eating anD DrinKing

alexander care home  |  uk hinchingBrooke hospital  |  uk



st Josephs hospice  |  uk
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showers, Bathrooms and wash rooms

hygiene and safety are the priority.

to create a continuous, impervious floor that offers 

no sanctuary to dirt and bacteria, polyflor sheet 

floorcoverings can be welded and this includes the internal 

and external joints when the vinyl sheet is site cove 

formed.

Wet areas require a high-performance safety flooring to 

reduce the risk of slipping.  With guaranteed levels of slip 

resistance, the polysafe safety flooring collection offers an 

array of products with a level of performance, quality and 

hygiene second to none that can also be welded to prevent 

dirt ingress.

operating theatres

sensitive monitoring equipment can be protected by 

installing floors from the polyflor esD family.  our technical 

staff can provide advice on testing and combating 

electrostatic discharge in x-ray suites, scanner rooms and 

operating theatres.

aseptic areas

the polyclad pU ranges of wall and ceiling claddings are 

designed to be welded to any polyflor sheet floorcovering 

to create a neat, clean and watertight finish.  these 

characteristics make it ideal for use in clean rooms, 

laboratories and pharmaceutical areas.

hygiene critical

cancer research  |  uk



warwick hospital  |  uk
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for continually 
wet and barefoot 
areas such as walk-
in showers and 
hydrotherapy areas, 
polysafe hydro 
evolve and  its 
distinctive raised 
pimple emboss is the 
recommended choice 
to give sustainable 
slip resistance to  
both patients and 
staff alike.



protection against infection

With the recent rise in infections such are Mrsa and e-coli, 

hospital cleanliness has come under the spotlight. results 

from independent testing certify that the majority of 

polyflor ranges inhibit the growth of Mrsa on the flooring.  

however, in our experience, the best defence against 

infection is to implement an effective cleaning regime.

A clean floor is a healthy floor

to further encourage hygiene compliance, alco-based hand 

gels are being increasingly used in hospitals. often sited 

where there are no handwashing facilities on a hospital 

ward, many dispensers are housed along with a drip tray 

and instructions to ‘rub hands together until dry’. polyflor 

homogeneous pUr, heterogeneous pUr and polysafe 

safety flooring ranges are compatible for use with the 

most commonly used alco-based hand gels. some alco-

based hand gels contain a high concentration of ethanol 

and to discuss their compatibility with other polyflor 

floorcoverings, contact the customer technical services 

Department (tech@polyflor.com).

also as part of infection control measures and for general 

cleaning, many hospitals are now using steam equipment.  

the polyflor homogeneous pUr and polysafe ranges are 

suitable for steam cleaning on a periodic basis.

resistance to chemicals

polyflor vinyl floorcoverings are suitable for use in all areas 

where most chemicals are used and there is only risk of 

accidental spillage.

provided the polyflor approved maintenance regimes are 

adhered to, substances such as blood should not leave a 

stain on the surface of material.

a comprehensive guide to chemical effects and staining by 

product shade is available upon request.
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the hoMe of loW Maintenance

chaucer centre  |  uk

poor maintenance damages aesthetics, impairs performance, shortens floor life and creates hygiene problems in critical 

areas. in recognition of this, polyflor provides low maintenance options right across our product portfolio, such as   

polyflor pUr, polyflor pU, polysafe pUr and polysafe supratec pUr.

this combined with in-depth maintenance information and technical support will help cleaning staff achieve a long-lasting 

hygienic and attractive floor.
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• polyurethane surface treatment which provides an excellent foundation for an easy, ongoing maintenance regime,             

available on XL PU.

• facilitates a considerable reduction in energy, water, polish and chemicals.

• 24% maintenance cost savings over its typical 20 year life when compared with untreated homogeneous vinyl flooring.

homogeneous pu family

• Maintenance enhancement available on leading polyflor homogeneous ranges – Pearlazzo PUR, Prestige PUR, Mystique PUR,                   

Classic Mystique PUR and 2000 PUR.

• polyflor’s homogeneous pUr is a polyurethane reinforcement to facilitate an easier and more environmentally friendly  

maintenance regime.

• pUr reinforcement is specially cross-linked and Uv cured for superior cleaning benefits, enhanced protection and optimum 

appearance retention.

• facilitates a lifelong polish free maintenance regime and consumption of energy, water and chemicals are significantly reduced. 

• 48% maintenance cost savings over its typical 20 year life when compared with untreated homogeneous vinyl flooring.

homogeneous pur family

• Maintenance enhancement available on decorative Polysafe Mosaic PUR, Vogue Ultra PUR, Wood fx PUR and              

Wood fx Acoustix PUR.

• polysafe pUr is an exclusive polyurethane reinforcement applied to the product to facilitate easier soil release.

• pUr reinforcement is specially cross-linked and Uv cured for superior cleaning benefits and optimum appearance retention.

• 60% life cycle maintenance cost savings achieved when compared with untreated safety flooring.

• easier maintenance regime means reduced need for energy intensive cleaning, chemical usage and water consumption, 

keeping environmental impact to a minimum. 

polysafe pur family

• Maintenance enhancement available on leading polysafe ranges – Corona PUR and Astral PUR. 

• engineered to provide the best in colour, aesthetics and flexibility.

• polysafe supratec pUr is an exclusive polyurethane reinforcement to facilitate easier soil release.

• pUr reinforcement is specially cross-linked and Uv cured for superior cleaning benefits and optimum appearance retention.

• 60% life cycle maintenance cost savings achieved when compared with untreated safety flooring.

• easier maintenance regime means reduced need for energy intensive cleaning, chemical usage and water consumption, 

keeping environmental impact to a minimum.

polysafe supratec pur family
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there’s virtually no limit to the shape, patterns or pictures 

you can create with the help of the polyflor Design service.  

Using the world’s most advanced computerised waterjet 

cutting machines to transform the design into a flooring 

‘jigsaw’, with astonishing precision, the opportunity to 

create a bespoke piece of artwork becomes a reality.

in the UK, polyflor sponsors the influential 

‘architects for health’ think-tank that 

promotes and campaigns for better healthcare 

environments by bringing together those sharing an 

interest for excellence in the design of healthcare facilities.

a senior Matron at the Derby city hospital said: 

“the aim of making the whole area more child friendly and 

introducing an element of fun to the unit was at the heart 

of the work. the flooring has created a warm, friendly and 

welcoming environment which will appeal to youngsters 

of all ages and from all backgrounds. Many of the unit’s 

patients have conditions which may necessitate regular 

visits to the ceD making it all the more important that they 

are as comfortable as possible in their surroundings.”

Design service

derBy city hospital  |  uk



a selection of world proJects

royal north shore hospital australia polyclad plus

apollo hospital Dhaka Bangladesh 2000 pUr

hospitales Media salude Brazil xl pU

hospital haemodialysis centre, pleven Bulgaria polysafe standard

sturgeon hospital canada 2000 pUr, forest fx

shenyang children’s hospital china pearlazzo pUr

nurses teaching college, nicosia cyprus 2000 pUr, polyflor sD

Kreisklink fürstenfeldbrück germany Mystique pUr

erasinio hospital greece Mystique pUr, finesse ec

narayan hrudayalay india variety

san filippo neri rome italy standard xl, finesse ec

hospital in Majeiki lithuania xl pU, polyclad

instituto ciencias genomicas Mexico 2000 sD, finesse ec

hospital in plock poland 2000 pUr, Mystique pUr

hospital santa Maria portugal classic Mystique pUr, prestige pUr, finesse ec

st petersburg, children’s orthopeadic institute russia finesse ec

al Qaratt hospital saudi arabia 2000 pUr

ankara University iBn i sina hospital turkey Mystique pUr

hospital Británico Uruguay prestige pUr

Jersey shore Medical centre, new Jersey Usa xl pU, forest fx

recent uk lift* proJects
*local improvement finance trust

one life hartlepool

care partnerships 25 ltd

lift co for tees valley and south Durham

expona Design

chadderton Wellbeing centre

community 1st oldham lift

classic Mystique pUr, expona Wood,      

polysafe astral pUr, saarfloor noppe stud tile

ancoats health centre

Manchester, salford & trafford (Mast)

forest fx pUr, polysafe astral pUr

covering the WorlD
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one life centre  |  uk

porvoo hospital  |  finland
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falckdesign aB
energigatan 9, se-434 23 kungsbacka, 
sweden
tel: +46 (0) 300 15820
e-mail: info@falckdesign.com

objectflor art und design Belags Gmbh
wankelstraße 50, 50996 köln, Germany
tel: +49 (0) 2236 966 330
e-mail: info@objectflor.de

Polyflor australia
59-65 wedgewood Road, hallam,
Vic 3803, australia
tel: 1800 777 425
e-mail: sales@polyflor.com.au

Polyflor New Zealand
100 Plunket ave, Manukau 2104
New Zealand
Ph: 0800 765 935
e-mail: sales@polyflor.co.nz

Polyflor canada
304 stone Road west, suite 550
Guelph, Ontario, N1G 4w4 canada
tel: +1 519 763 3088
e-mail: acrawford@polyflor.ca

Polyflor contract ltd
Office 12, Business centre “strela”,
d. 113, liter B, ligovsky pr.,
st.Petersburg, Russia.
tel: +7 812 332 42 02
e-mail: info@polyflor.ru

Polyflor hong kong
Room 2409, 24th floor,
New York life tower, windsor house,
311 Gloucester Road,
causeway Bay, hong kong
tel: +852 2865 0101
e-mail: anthonylam@polyflor.com.hk

Polyflor ireland
unit 106, Millennium trade Park,
Ballycoolin, Blanchardstown, dublin 11
tel: +353 (1) 864 9304
e-mail: tmockler@polyflor.com

Polyflor Middle east
PO Box 71862, dubai, uae
tel: +971 4 349 1078
e-mail: espm@eim.ae 

Polyflor Nordic
kjelsåsveien 168 B, N-0884 Oslo, Norway
tel: +47 23 00 84 00
e-mail: firmapost@polyflor.no

Polyflor Polska
ul Gronowa 22/506, Poznań   61-680, 
Poland
tel: +48 61 820 3155
e-mail: polyflor@polyflor.com.pl

Poly sales africa (Pty.) ltd
PO Box 3967, edenvale 1610,
south africa 
tel: (27) 11 609-3500
e-mail: info@polyflor.co.za

for details on distribution for other countries,

as well as up to date product and technical 

information, please visit 

WWW.POLYfLOr.cOm


